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ABSTRACT The edge devices will produce enormous quantities of data daily as the Industrial Internet
of Things (IIoT) expands in scope. Still, most IIoT data is stored in data centers, making it challenging
to transfer data between domains safely. Smart logistic products have dramatically changed due to the
prevalence of decentralized edge computing and blockchain in the industry sector. To address the need to
exchange data between logistics networks, we proposed a novel decentralized hierarchical attribute-based
encryption (HABE) scheme combining edge computing and blockchain. To begin, we offer an IoT data
encryption strategy in which edge devices can send data to a nearby cloud network for data processing while
maintaining privacy. In addition, we developed a blockchain-integrated data-sharing scheme that makes it
possible for users to share data via the use of edge and cloud storage. In particular, an IoT device incorporates
an encryption-based authentication system to verify users’ access rights at the network’s periphery in a
decentralizedmanner. Using HABE, we provide a blockchain-integrated architecture for the IoT that protects
user privacy. The suggested design utilizes the edge and cloud network paradigms and HABE to maintain
privacy and works well with smart logistics applications. The authentication time of the proposed model is
reduced by 1.5 times compared with the centralized model. The analyses and experimental findings show
that the proposed blockchain-integrated edge computing architecture is better than the existing schemes in
terms of data sharing, data privacy, and security.

INDEX TERMS Blockchain, data encryption, edge devices, HABE, IIoT, user privacy.

I. INTRODUCTION
The present economic landscape poses challenges for new
ventures in the form of creative trade practices, innovative
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rules, fierce rivalry, and the need for prompt delivery of
goods. Because of this, a lot of businesses depend on the
Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) [1], a term that describes
any steps taken by firms to duplicate, control, and enhance
their business operations using data collected from thousands
of connected machines, objects, and devices to increase their
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revenue. As the name implies, an IIoT is a system that links
and controls industrial objects, machines, and infrastructure
via the Internet.

The IIoT has received significant attention from
researchers and businesses, which may play a significant
role in the impending conversion of commercial systems [2].
Industry 4.0 devotes much discussion to the industrial IoT,
and IIoT is also widely debated in academic and govern-
mental circles. The critical distinction between IoT and
IIoT is that although IIoT is typically used in applica-
tions like smart factories and intelligent manufacturing, IoT
environments typically contain a variety of automation gad-
gets and machinery. With the help of actuators, sensing
devices, a pervasive network, and processing power, IIoT
brings intelligence and connectivity to industrial systems.
Implementing IIoT is intended to increase manufacturing
efficiency and business productivity, lessen device down-
time, and raise the caliber of the final output. Specifically,
IIoT features the following traits: Decentralization of IIoT
systems, a variety of IIoT applications and schemes, diver-
sity of IIoT data, and networking strain are the first
two.

The likelihood of addressing the cited IIoT difficulties
increases with advancements in blockchain technology. Bit-
coin’s core technology is Blockchain [3]. Blockchain enables
software programs to send and receive information or record
transactions in a distributed and dependable (peer-to-peer)
manner. Blockchain is being rapidly adopted and is mainly
used for distributed storage, services involving intelligent
contracts, and digital currencies. The Blockchain in IIoT
capable applications include recording activities (such as
moisture, temperatures, or geographical deviations) and gen-
erating block issue ledgers accessible only to specified
participants, such as each participant across a supply chain.

The fourth industrial revolution merges the Internet of
Things and the economic value chain. Since it can lower
operational and capital expenses, assess and enhance finan-
cial processes—regardless of their difficulty—and promote
creative companies, the IIoT is the most efficient catalyst for
innovation [4]. IIoT has benefited from increased attention
from academia and industry, which has resulted in exponen-
tial advancements in new methods utilized in the industry.
For instance, big data techniques are employed to collect and
transfer vast amounts of sensor data to the cloud to enable
intelligent decision-making. Moreover, healthcare applica-
tions use lightweight authentication models for transferring
medical data between peers [5].
The last few decades have seen rapid IIoT growth due

to various scientific and economic advances. Catalyzed by
the development of steam engines in the eighteenth century,
this was the earliest significant technical achievement. Com-
mercial construction saw a notable increase in output due to
the mechanization of steam engines, which helped transition
from the period of sanitized labor to the age of digitalization.
In the 1870s, steam-poweredmachinery started to give way to
electrically powered machinery. Simultaneously, the division

FIGURE 1. The basic blockchain integrated IIoT system.

of work into specialized industries brought about a boom in
manufacturing, which was another economic achievement.
It was around the 1960s that the third century of indus-
trialization, also called ‘‘digitalization,’’ began [6]. During
this period, programmable logic controllers and enhanced
electronics utilized to boost industrial productivity led to the
creation of creative automation technologies.

Communication tactics and technologies underwent
tremendous development between the turn of the twentieth
century and the beginning of the twenty-first, opening up new
technical possibilities. These tactics significantly increased
the analytical abilities of the sensing, connecting, decision-
making, and producing industries. In the industrial and
educational domains, the IIoT—which seeks to incorporate
cutting-edge data collection techniques within conventional
industries—has lately taken on a normative role. Industry
4.0 was primarily used throughout the 2011 Hanover Exhibi-
tion to advance the fourth industrial revolution and increase
European awareness [7].

Machines work together in the IIoT to complete tasks
without human assistance. They are intelligent for a variety
of application scenarios in the fields of medical care, pro-
duction, logistics, and home automation. The IoT nodes can
communicate data with one another individually via a Device
to Device (D2D) connection [8]. The practical application
of machine-created ‘‘Big data’’ technologies gives advan-
tages to the data obtained to enhance the execution of the
plan by creating functional domain expertise. By connecting
the things and enabling mixed mechanization among things
and manufacturing operations, the IIoT’s ubiquitous sense,
data interaction, collection of data, and data examination are
promising solutions to modernize profitable services. The
conventional architecture of IIoT integrated Blockchain is
illustrated in Figure 1.
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A. IIoT CHALLENGES
With the aid of various software frameworks, actuators, and
sensors used to detect and collect information about the
physical environment and produce activities using compo-
nents, the IIoT ensures the connection of many different
things. The unique properties of IIoT give birth to several
research problems. Recent improvements in information and
communication technology (ICT) have helped address sev-
eral inherent constraints of the IIoT. For instance, exchanges
with ambient backscatter can help IIoT devices and increase
power. Furthermore, by shifting the process-intensive tasks
to edge computers, mobile edge computing [9] can increase
the functionality of the IoT device. Additionally, the current
advancements in blockchain technology create issues, includ-
ing insufficient interoperability, security flaws, and privacy
issues.

B. BLOCKCHAIN FOR SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
A supply chain usually aims to meet customer demand for
goods while keeping the manufacturer’s or retailer’s stocks
to a minimum. Since the 1980s, when the term ‘‘supply chain
management’’ was first used, numerous supply chain leader-
ship concepts have been developed to fulfill the demands of
the various production networks. Some of these conditions
include the following: the reduction of expenses from good
transfer and supplies; the removal of obstacles (caused, for
example, by postponed payments); the development of chains
strong to shifts brought on by economic factors or a lack
of essential substances; the safe and reliable traceability of
an item’s origins; the employment of nearby manufacturers
and labor force; the reduction of transport. The blockchain
data framework already satisfies many of these criteria for
a successful supply chain system, making it a logical choice
for companies and their monetary stakeholders to utilize it for
supply chain management [10].

1) TRACEABILITY
When managing the safety of delicate goods like food or
medication, the ability to trace a product’s origins is crucial.
Tragically, there have been a few cases in recent times where
contaminated or spoiled food was sold to consumers as fresh
and resulted in illnesses [11]. The contaminated groceries
and infections can spread to a more significant portion of
the residents using the present supply chain management
systems because it can take a while to identify the affected
batches or the source of the issue. The ability to instanta-
neously identify the causes of such situations would be made
possible by the time-stamped data of all details concerning
the manufacturing, delivery, and sales of any specific product
on a blockchain. Additionally, utilizing blockchain for their
supply chain, it would be far more challenging to alter the
quality of goods in any manner because the information
system necessitates ongoing verification of the purchases
enrolled on it by the entire network, not just the network’s
collaborations in charge of handling the specific stage of the

supply chain. This ensures that there will be only one truth,
eliminating the need for negotiations and settlement among
all supply chain actors.

2) DISTRIBUTION
One aspect of blockchain technology that makes it appealing
for supply chain deployments is its distributed environment,
which carries many advantages. First off, since each node in
the system keeps a record of the supply chain’s operations and
agreements and no central organization controls the transac-
tions or stores them, a failure or exclusion of one or more
network nodes (such as the bankruptcy of a supplier) would
not result in the collapse of the entire system or the loss of
operations. Next, while the reality that all network interac-
tions and metadata are saved on all nodes results in some
data replication, it also fosters security and confidence among
cooperating parties because not only a select few have access
to important information. Thirdly, using blockchain prevents
expensive transactions because it eliminates the requirement
for mediators in every contract and uses a single network for
all of its operations [12].

3) IMMUTABILITY
The immutability attribute is arguably the most well-known
because it shields blockchain participants frommultiple fraud
attempts and enemies. The inability to change information
once registered on the chain directly leads to the traceabil-
ity attribute. It is highlighted in the literature that perfect
immutability is impossible because, in theory, a large portion
of the network may synchronize to alter the data on the chain.
But this is essentially impossible [13].

4) INTEROPERABILITY
It can exchange data with IIoT devices and communi-
cate with physical devices [14]. Interoperability within the
blockchain-composite layer can be achieved by building an
overlay P2P connection on top with constant access across
different IIoT systems.

5) AUTOMATIC EXECUTION
The potential for IIoT to cooperate without interruption
from a trusted third party (TTP) is discussed in autonomous
encounters. Blockchains allow smart contracts to attain this
degree of independence. Notably, the smart contracts will be
automatically executed every transaction [15].

6) RELIABILITY
The capacity of IIoT information to be trusted is referred to
as reliability. Employing cryptographic techniques, which are
all built into blockchains and include asymmetric cryptogra-
phy and hash signature generation, ensures reliability [16].

C. MOTIVATIONS AND CONTRIBUTIONS
First, the study on smart logistics and data sharing is
of considerable realistic value in enabling smart industry
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applications. Second, the research on data privacy that has
already been conducted [17] encourages us to concentrate
on edge computing architecture for extremely effective data-
sharing processing. Additionally, the research in [18] and
the early findings from our most recent work [19] show
that blockchain can offer potential options for sharing data
with improved user privacy and increased security. Third, the
extensive discussion in [20] emphasizes the pressing neces-
sity for creating a thorough data-sharing architecture to raise
the standard of IoT applications. The existing works reinforce
our will to use blockchain, IoT devices, edge computing,
and data encryption technologies to construct a holistic IIoT
architecture. The significant contributions are listed as:

1. We propose a lightweight hierarchical attribute-based
encryption algorithm based on blockchain technology
for an intelligent logistic application that combines IoT
devices and cloud storage with clients/users for secure
transactions.

2. We developed a secure architecture for sharing goods
delivery details across decentralized networks using the
synergy of blockchain, IIoT, smart contracts, and edge
devices. In particular, a decentralized authentication
method is developed alongside distributed cloud storage
to perform data transfer without requiring a third party,
improving the security of information sharing and the
speed with which it can be retrieved.

3. We perform simulation experiments to test the proposed
blockchain architecture’s efficacy. The implementation
outcomes and subsequent discussions show that our pro-
posed system outperforms the existing works.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II
presented the related work that addresses security and
exchanging data across IIoT networks. The network and the
blockchain components are outlined in Section III, where
we also describe our decentralized smart logistics scheme.
Section IV discusses the security performances and discus-
sions of our proposed scheme. In section V, we offer the
proposed system implementation and experimental results.
Finally, the paper wraps up in Section VIII, where potential
future research directions are discussed.

II. RELATED WORK
Here, we provide context for this study and highlight previous
research that has addressed similar questions. To simplify,
think of blockchain as a distributed, immutable database
in which information is broadcast as transactions to every
node in the network. Data storage and organization meth-
ods in blockchains can vary widely. Block versions, hashes
of previous blocks, timestamps, nonce values that begin at
0 and increase with each hash estimation. Each block in a
blockchain network has a set of related communication and
includes a reference to the block before it in the chain, called
an inverted reference or hash value [21]. A hash generates a
digital fingerprint of the data, which is then used to validate
the original data.

The elements that make up a blockchain’s structure can
be thought of as belonging to one of four distinct ‘‘layers’’:
the data layer, the network layer, the consensus layer, and
the application layer. It is necessary to design the block
arrangement, the efficiency of the communication, and the
organization and storage of data while developing a data
layer. The Network layer is a decentralized system often
represented as a peer-to-peer (P2P) network. Any participant
in a public Blockchain can join or leave at any moment.
No controller node exerts authority over its subordinates.
However, use cases like digital currencies are better suited
to public blockchain. In combination with the IoT nodes,
edge nodes and users are also part of the network layer in
IoT applications. Convergence in the Consensus Layer is a
core issue in cloud computing. Trust in blockchain-enabled
systems is provided by the consensus process [22].

Highly computationally intensive consensus forms will not
work well in an IoT setting. IoT will benefit more from
stake consensus approaches like proof of stake (PoS) and its
derivatives. A consensus of this sort, however, necessitates
the participation of a central authority. There are now three
main consensus algorithms: proof of work (PoW), PoS, and
practical byzantine fault tolerance (PBFT). The PoW has
been used successfully formany years in Bitcoin and has been
demonstrated to be an efficient consensus technique [23].
However, it calls for intensive computations, which results
in unnecessary energy use. While PoS does not necessitate
intensive operations, it does centralize the blockchain as it
relies on the nodes with the most significant stake [24].
Consensus in PBFT arrives based on the threshold value set
by the network of the nodes deciding on the same block [25]
through a voting process in which all nodes must take part.
A decentralized storage model based on a graph called Tangle
was proposed by Interest on Trust Account (IOTA) [26].
Blockchain enables decentralized consensus reaching across
nodes in the application layer. The original inspiration behind
consensus model was to stop anyone from spending the same
cryptocurrency twice. As a result, its primary use nowa-
days is in digital currency. The addition of smart contracts
to blockchain made it more than just a payment system,
and it has since found use in areas as diverse as the IoTs,
goods delivery, digital asset monitoring, and token adminis-
tration [27]. Blockchain evolved to be better suited for use
cases involving many parties. Ten years after the introduc-
tion of Bitcoin and the first blockchain, the technology’s
potential uses in fields beyond cryptocurrency still need to be
explored.

Smart contracts are the perfect technological solution for
safely archiving legal agreements. Chain codes are computer
programmers who transmit and track digital money or other
assets between participants by predefined criteria. It has the
power to impose not only the rules or agreements but also
the terms and penalties for which it has set the terms and
penalties. When a financial transaction is scheduled to take
place, the origin or destination of that transaction is identified
by the smart contract. Data collection, storage, and processing
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are the three main functions of every information system. The
systematic integration of these parts guarantees the stability
of the system.

Regarding the transfer of digital ownership, blockchain
is one of the most groundbreaking technologies of recent
years. To effectively manage its distributed technology, the
company must adopt fresh company tactics and models.
Integrating digital ownership into blockchain will help the
company store its data securely using the decentralized
model. Integrating blockchain technologies with informa-
tion systems enables businesses to reap the benefits of
blockchain’s many applications. While many sectors are
interested in the technology, only some are prepared to
fully integrate it into their current methods for handling
information.

A. BLOCKCHAIN INTEGRATED IIoT NETWORKS
IoT and blockchain innovation support one another, which
is becoming increasingly apparent to both academics and
practitioners. One illustration is the traceability approach
Caro et al. [28] suggest for the agri-food industry by com-
bining IoT devices with farmers in the chain. Similarly,
Toyoda et al. [29] provide near-field communication (NFC)
identification followed by blockchain enrollment, among
many other goods. The idea that information on a chain is
only as accurate as the data stored is recurrent in the literature.
Waltonchain [30] aims to eliminate the widely criticized trust
anchors, which are RFID tags and QR codes. They cre-
ated a supposedly tamper-proof, secure two-way verification
RFIDwith built-in encryption technology. IoTmeasurements
(temperature, moisture, etc.) are much safer because the sen-
sor device can function as a node and upload instantly to
the chain. SKYFChain [31], which aims to build an infras-
tructure between uncrewed self-driving cars and enterprises,
additionally focuses on machine-chain interaction. Finally,
Malik et al. [32] contend that blockchain cannot ensure the
dependability and integrity of data kept on the chain. The
developed system offers a framework that automatically asso-
ciates a trust value with each supply chain based on the
participant’s trustworthiness and the caliber of the good.

Building on top of an operational blockchain-based sys-
tem is an increasingly common approach for integrating
distributed ledger technology into the supply chain. The
authorization rights of the employed blockchain system are
frequently predetermined by design, depending on the plat-
form’s choice. In the way that only entities with authorization
can access and inspect information on the chain, for instance,
the network built on the distributed ledger is essentially pri-
vate [33]. Despite such architectural decisions going against
the grain of blockchain, they enable the many supply chain
participants to adhere to established norms, create trans-
parency in their transactions, and foster greater confidence
among them for their respective businesses. On the other
hand, public or permissionless systems allow anyone to com-
municate with the blockchain records, regardless of whether

that business is a supply chain member. Specific applications
use a hybrid system, which falls between these two design
options and keeps the data entering portion private to the
parties participating in the network exchanges while making
the rest of the chain’s data and information accessible for
public auditing.

Blockchain 3.0 broadens the spectrum of industries it
might use, moving beyond just financial transactions [34] to
include electricity, education, governance, medical care, and
more. A direct IIoT energy exchange based on blockchain
that uses a credit-based settlement technique to cut down
on transaction verification latency was proposed by Hu and
Li [35]. In order to realize safe energy exchanges between the
energy system and the smart home, Aggarwal et al.’s Ener-
gyChain blockchain concept is proposed. The network was
presented with miner production; block production, authenti-
cation, and data transfer. By utilizing blockchain technology,
multiple signatures, and anonymous encryption communica-
tion flow, Aitzhan and Svetinovic [37] established the idea
of validating the distributed energy trade structure, allow-
ing peers to confidently reach agreements on energy pricing
and carry out transactions securely. In [38], authors dis-
cussed the various decentralized authentication models based
on attribute encryption schemes. The encryption method
is suitable since the IoT application requires a lightweight
authentication model for that attribute. In order to accomplish
efficient billing administration, Baza et al. [39] presented a
grid management model based on blockchain that employs an
unspecified signature to convey the power data demanded in
the transaction. It also incorporates smart contracts for setting
priorities.

However, as mentioned earlier, most techniques rely on
workload proof, which has adverse effects such as duplicated
storage, a lengthy transaction time, and inefficient consensus.
The consortium algorithm boosts the effectiveness of the net-
work. Typically, non-POW algorithms form the foundation of
the consortium chain. BFT methods can address Byzantine
issues, such as PBFT, and methods that cannot, like Raft.
These two algorithms have been improved in the following
ways: The PBFT algorithm and a trust-based network of
nodes can further improve the head of the group’s resilience
via signature sharing and mutual monitoring. Tong et al. [40]
suggested a Trust-PBFT that integrates the P2P node with the
PBFT consensus mechanism to improve the network’s capac-
ity and flexibility. By utilizing the K-Bucket node association
formed by the Kademlia protocol, Wang et al. Raft-like smart
contract Kraft [41] improves the leader selection and agree-
ment procedure of the Raft method. It increases the quickness
and efficiency of the leadership selection.

A proof of voting (POV) approach based on vote evidence
was proposed by Li et al. [42]. The majority is consor-
tium partners’ coordinating nodes, which will use voting to
undertake decentralized arbitration. In order to cut down on
the involvement of abnormal nodes, the scheme bases itself
on a voting incentive and penalty scheme and performs an
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appropriate credit evaluation. Although each of the studies,
as mentioned earlier, makes a different contribution to the
consortium chain’s consensus algorithm, they hardly ever
concentrate on the unique needs of the smart grid. There are
various power transaction studies in the smart grid. A peer-
to-peer energy trading model using a consortium chain was
put forth by Li et al. [43] that maximize cost earnings
from a security standpoint while realizing the incremental
double competing system through consensus mechanism,
electronic signature on the internet, and asymmetric encryp-
tion technology. In order to organize interruption operations,
the privacy-enabled blockchain model was introduced. The
technique employs an account mapping method to finish
node tasks, preventing attacks and guaranteeing correct fault
records of transactions. A consensus algorithm with a reward
and punishment mechanism was created by Wang et al. [44]
for the smart grid’s private key generator (PKG) choice.
They created a blockchain-based entry management system
employing an integrated encryption system at the same time.
A smart grid data gathering and regulatory blockchain sys-
tem was proposed by Zhong et al. [45]. The consortium
blockchain’s encryption method can be used for multimodal
data collecting and many receivers. Each receiver analyses
multidimensional data for a single user and develops cor-
responding control algorithms. Operators of electric grids
execute user power control by giving smart contracts feed-
back.

B. SECURE DATA TRANSFER IN BLOCKCHAIN
INTEGRATED IoT ARCHITECTURE
For the IoT, blockchain has numerous uses. For the
IoT devices to operate correctly, numerous security and
trust-related problems are resolved thanks to its decentral-
ized nature. In particular, smart contracts provide numerous
IoT services such as device registration and authoriza-
tion, communication of data security, administration of user
agreements, and more. We next review a few uses for the
blockchain in edge-based IoT. Numerous security and confi-
dence problems relating to interconnected automobiles on the
internet are resolved by blockchain. It is necessary to have a
successful, dependable system that can guarantee fundamen-
tal security and trust criteria, such as vehicle identification
management, among others [46].
Auditing and access data can also be shared with

blockchain and smart contracts. Over edge-based IoT connec-
tions, blockchain-based approaches may effectively manage
security and access control [47]. Each interconnected com-
ponent in edge-based IoT networks increases the risk of
interrupting device updates, and the flow of code perfor-
mance can be altered for fraud. Furthermore, pushing out
appropriate firmware updates is difficult due to the IoT
equipment’s restricted abilities. Most asymmetric encryption
methods used in firmware update procedures are complicated
and powerful. Blockchain can solve the issue of the single
point of failure because it is distributed by design. Blockchain

uses consensus methods and smart contracts to ensure the
efficiency of software upgrades.

These features offer exceptional opportunities for infor-
mation exchange and real-time synchronization in supply
chain administration since blockchain and attribute-based
encryption can be utilized to address storage and commu-
nications issues [48]. Off-chain archives and on-chain files
can work together in a clearly defined arrangement to sup-
plement conventional databases. By doing this, pertinent data
are distributed to interested parties, preventing the emer-
gence of ‘‘data silos’’ and the storage issues caused by ‘‘data
explosion’’ [49]. The accessibility of trustworthy, accurate
information emphasizes blockchain to achieve traceability
and end-to-end openness throughout the supply chain [50].
This method eliminates one-step-back and one-step-ahead
practices. In a transparent and persistent system, the informa-
tion supplied can facilitate continuous tracking of container
motions, recall activities, and goods traceability. Blockchain
registers can be used to assess a supplier’s credibility. When
paired with additional intelligent techniques like the IoT,
big data, and cloud services, it offers an efficient, evolving,
flexible, and scientific approach that works with practices in
producing, distributing, and recovering goods.

Additionally, short-term relationships among buyers and
sellers take place in a virtual setting referred to as a ‘‘network
of trust’’ [51], which is based on a single version of reality
that is gradually developed through communication between
potentially unknown parties, altering the way that the supply
chain team views trust. A blockchain additionally supports
combining diverse traceability information collected by the
various participating parties. A blockchain is categorized as
‘‘public’’ or ‘‘private’’ in terms of access for involvement,
while the words ‘‘permissionless’’ and ‘‘permissioned’’ refer
to the actions each member can carry out. A hybrid mixture
is additionally categorized as a consortium blockchain [52].
A rising number of primary and even additional study papers
on blockchain have been published due to the potential to
enhance supply chain management, going beyond cryptocur-
rencies and smart contracts for financial transactions. The
strategies have steadily changed from theoretical application
efforts to actual implementation initiatives.

As a result, many existing works are now available in
the literature, which could make the integration of IoT
with blockchain possible. Moreover, the security and pri-
vacy of IoT network data is still challenging. We proposed
blockchain integration with IoT for secure data transfer using
a lightweight authentication mechanism to overcome these
challenges. Thus, this article provides the present state of the
art regarding blockchain in supply chain management and
enhances the trust among the IoT nodes.

III. THE PROPOSED BLOCKCHAIN INTEGRATED HABE
BASED EDGE COMPUTING ARCHITECTURE
The following section, we present the proposed blockchain
integrated HABE based edge computing architecture and its
system model in detail.
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A. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
We establish the security framework in this part by identify-
ing the key elements and their corresponding capacity. When
IoT devices communicate with mobile edge devices inside a
radio network, an event-driven approach topology is suitable
for efficient data transfer. These Mobile Edge devices have
the computing ability to generate and authenticate blockchain
transactions because they are not resource-constrained. The
cloud server nodes are linked. Assume that the cloud server
node CN = CN1,CN2, ..,CNn make up the Upper-tier that is
nearer to the users. The upper-tier nodes can be thought of as
a portable data centre. Assume further that the middle tier is
made up of a collection of IoT sensors, each of which is part
of an IoT device network and is situated inside a base station
or a gateway. Let’s imagine that the users on the lower layer
collect information from the network surroundings.

B. SMART LOGISTICS: SUPPLY CHAIN TRACKING &
MONITORING
Logistics chain, home automation, medical care, and man-
ufacturing machinery are a few of the IoT blockchain
application cases that are frequently cited. To illustrate this
point, we give the example of smart logistics, which are
placed in various geographic regions to catch over-goods
delivery information. Within a nation, the governing body
has control over the goods. Its structure and capabilities are
distinct from the typical IoT blockchain use-case examples.
The data produced by the users is now transferred to a
decentralized cloud system using a database. The user ID is
generated, and the delivery of a good is initialized.

1. Integrity: Those who obtain access to the goods delivery
data can alter it. Therefore, it is necessary to set up suitable
integrity controls.

2. Availability: Cloud storage of data creates a potential
weak spot. The constant threat is the attack on centralized
databases. Therefore, it is important to guarantee data acces-
sibility.

3. Confidentiality: Those with access to the database can
view the user information. The IoT device records, including
the good’s current location and time, should be kept secret if
it detects speeding.

C. THE PROPOSED SMART LOGISTICS ARCHITECTURE
The primary aim of this work is to present a private ledger
that is impenetrable even to an insider, making sensor data
completely unalterable. To this end, it is proposed to back
the functioning of IoT nodes with a blockchain-based system.
As the enterprise authority puts the planned system into place,
it will be developed as a permissioned distributed ledger.
Blockchain still ensures that the data received from the IoT
devices cannot be tamperedwith by the government. This will
aid in building trust with its clientele by making the system
more open and accessible. As illustrated in Fig. 2, edge nodes
in the proposed system will carry out the blockchain process.
It is built on edge devices and a cloud server for its edge-based

architecture. It is assumed that edge devices exist within
an enterprise network and are the nodes nearest to the IoT
devices. The cloud server is located near the end users and can
be considered a decentralized cloud service. The edge nodes
store and copy the data into the cloud while they verify and
validate the transactions. In the edge, nodes are organized into
clusters according to their locations, and nearby nodes receive
event transactions from IoT devices and forward them to all
edge nodes in the cluster. A copy of the validated and added
transactions is saved in the edge node, and another copy is
copied to the cloud server via theMiner-selectionmechanism.
By excluding the cloud server from the edge, an abstraction
layer is created. Users access the transaction by connecting to
the cloud from wherever they happen to be. The Private Key
Generator (PKG) in the cloud server (CS) is responsible for
creating the users’ private key.

D. SYSTEM COMPONENTS
The components of the proposed architecture are the IoT
devices, Edge Node, cloud server node, user, PKG, and
authority Node.

1. IoT: These limited-capacity components communicate
with one another using internet connections. They are capable
of carrying out elementary cryptographic operations. The
device’s private key is kept as embedded hardware; hence it
needs to be protected using hardware security models.

2. EdgeNode: These nodes are unlimited-resource devices.
They are expected to have sufficient computing resources for
cryptographic computations and sufficient memory to record
all the block chain’s transactions. IoT access is provided
through this.

Enterprise: This is a transaction-validating peer node on the
edge node network. The edge nodes reject invalid transactions
before they can make it through the network. A proposal for a
transaction is forwarded to an endorser. There is no difference
between an endorsing peer and a committing peer since both
can update the ledger.

4. Cloud servers Node (CS): Every node in the CN receives
a copy of all the transactions simultaneously. But they have
nothing to do with checking and validating the transactions
themselves. These hubsmay be databases or storage networks
keeping a record of all the deals. Users are able to commu-
nicate with one another using these. At the outset, every user
joins a specific CS. The CS where a user has been added is
where the user’s photographs and videos captured by their
IoT devices will be kept.

5. Client: A client is a piece of equipment that initiates
contact by sending a request to the edge nodes to retrieve the
transactions related to a specific user ID. At first, a customer
registers their ownership and personal information with the
authority nodes. Once the client’s identity has been con-
firmed, the authority node (AN) node will send the client’s
private key to them through PKG. The client decrypts the
transaction to view the information associated with that vehi-
cle identifier.
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FIGURE 2. The Blockchain integrated edge computing architecture for smart logistics.

6. PKG: When a public key is input into the PKG server,
the secret key is generated. It is situated inside of the CS.
Additionally, PKG provides the details of the public key that
generates the secret key.

7. Authority Registration (AR): The client completes initial
user registration with an AR. It verifies the client’s identifi-
cation and then establishes a connection to the PKG in order
to request the secret key.

E. THE BLOCKCHAIN INTEGRATED GOODS DELIVERY
SYSTEM
In this section, we explain the proposed supply chain enter-
prise for tracking and monitoring the records of goods
delivery systems. When an enterprise sells goods to a client,
it records the client’s details and accepts money from them.

The operational processes of different components are
given in Fig. 3. Assume that the Identity of the User as UID,
the time of delivery is t. The location of the user denoted as
loc, the amount for delivering the goods be amt. Finally, the
public key is denoted by PK, the secret key is MSK and edge
Node Id as EID.

The goods in the IoT device detect a user with the pro-
grammed delivery details. It monitors the User ID location
and calculates the amount. It encrypts the data using the
proposed encryption algorithm and creates Tr. The Tr is an
encrypted transaction and is sent to its nearest edge devices.

Tr = Encrypt[UID, loc, amt]

Once receiving the good delivery invitation from IoT
devices linked to the blockchain network, the edge device
authenticates the user details and adds a timestamp to the
block. The data transaction will updated in the block as
follows as

Tr1 = [EID ∥ tr ∥ Timestamp]

The edge node contains the list of users in the cloud
network. Therefore, the transactions of tr1 of each user are
predetermined. Once the total number of transactions exceeds
the threshold values, the leader node will be selected based on
the endorser algorithm. Selected users can be authenticated
using the tr1 equation and validate the timestamp. Finally,
the leader node will be updated in the cloud network, and
all the nodes in the blockchain network will be updated. The
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FIGURE 3. The transaction process using proposed system architecture.

users are connected to the nearby cloud node to maintain
their transactions. The users need PKG for its secret key and
decrypt the message.

When the user receives a good for their purpose, it produces
an encrypted transaction with the user’s identity. The user’s
communications include the user ID and other transaction
parameters. The encrypted transactions are distributed to its
edge node with the required transaction parameters. The
miner user node has been validated with the proposed encryp-
tion algorithm. The user goods are connected to PKG in the
cloud node to decrypt the secret key. For this application,
we have proposed a hierarchical attribute-based encryption
algorithm for authentication and data encryption at the IoT
network. HABE allows encryption and deception processes
dependent on user attributes and a lightweight model since we
have adopted HABE for our proposed blockchain-based IoT
architecture. We have adapted a HABE based privacy-aware
data encryption technique that allows IoT devices to send
data to the closest cloud server, subject to system constraints.
In order to achieve access management, we have developed
a HABE that permits data encryption at the network edge
without requiring an authoritative source, guaranteeing data
reliability and reducing network latency.

F. HIERARCHICAL ATTRIBUTE-BASED ENCRYPTION
SETUP AT VARIOUS LAYERS
PKG first creates a master public key and a private key. The
master public key can be used as a starting point to derive
user public keys. The identity holder should get in touch
with the PKG to have a private key generated. PKG uses the
master private key to create a unique private key for each user.

With the use of the proposed Hierarchical Attribute-Based
Encryption (HABE), a root PKG can delegate tasks like
private key creation and identity authentication to other, more
specialized PKGs. All that’s needed for the IoT device to
encrypt the message is the vehicle ID and the Public parame-
ters from the root PKG. In contrast, if the domain PKG secret
is revealed, the higher level PKG secret is safe with the HABE
presented by Wang et al. [53]. Using this method, we have
Root PKG at Level 1, Cloud server node at Level 2, and Users
at Level 3.

IDRoot = IDR
IDCSN = IDC ∥ IDR
IDUser = IDU ∥ IDC ∥ IDR

1) ROOT NODE SETUP
LetG0,GT are the elements in the bilinear map of prime set p
with random number generator g. Assume e is the admissible
pair and calculated from the map of e : G0 × G1 → GT .
The proposed bilinear map follows the properties of attribute
based encryption model.
The root node selects random numbers generator

PK1 ∈ G0

and chooses the random numbers for master secret key

MSK1 ∈ Zp

and sets

SR =
{
S1, S2, . . . , Sm ∈ Zp

}
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Two hash operation namely H1 : {0, 1}∗ → G0 and H2 :

{0, 1}∗ → GT are utilized to produce public keys for the
different users.

2) CLOUD SERVER NODE SETUP PERFORMED BY ROOT
NODE
We selected all cloud nodes at level 1, to compute a random
secret key s1. This keywill be sharedwith cloud node and root
nodes. These random secret key generation setups ensure the
details of the private key for user transparency.

s1 ∈ Z∗
q

The public key of cloud node is calculated as

PK2 = H1(IDC ∥ IDR) ∈ GT

Produce the master secret key for cloud node

MSK2 = MSK1.PK2

Calculate

SCN = SR.PK1

In cloud node the master secret keys are firmly preserved,
while the public key and other random sets are made public.
Our proposed system uses the HABE encryption model to
ensure the user’s data privacy.

3) VEHICLE KEY CREATION BY CLOUD SERVER NODE
Calculate the public key of vehicle

PK3 = H1(IDV ∥ IDC ∥ IDR)

Produce the secret key for Vehicle

MSK3 = MSK2 + s1.PK3

Produce secret set s2 should be available for cloud node and
Vehicle user,

s2 ∈ Z∗
p

Then calculate public variable

SV = SR.PK2

In Users the master secret keys are firmly preserved, while
the public key and other random sets are made public.

4) ENCRYPTION BY USERS
For encryption, the cipher text is generated from the random
variable as follows

r ∈ Z∗
p

Assume that a user share messages, M = {m1, . . . ,mk} be
the Message to be encrypted.

Encrypt (PK , ck,T ), where ck is the content keys of ck =

{ck1, . . . , ckk}, and T is the hierarchical access tree. The
Cipher text is calculated as follow as

CT = {T ,Ci,C ′
i ,C(x,y),C ′

(x,y),
−→
C (x,y),j}

5) DECRYPTION BY USERS
Decrypt (PK ,CT , SK ), where user needs their public and
secret key to decrypt cipher text.

To decrypt cipher text, the users calculates

DecryptNode(CT , SK , (x, y)) =
e(Di,C(x,y))
e(D′

i,C
′

(x,y))

The proposed encryption based blockchain architecture will
ensure the data privacy in the IoT systems. This lightweight
encryption algorithm integrated with blockchain for secure
data transmission. Hence all the sensors data are signed and
hashed.

IV. THE SECURITY MEASURE OF PROPOSED SYSTEM
Here, we detail the attack scenario and theorize on the
efficacy of the various security measures included in our
blockchain-integrated user data encryption scheme.

1) Attack Model: In security attack model, both internal
and external attacks are taken into account.

Internal attack: The cloud servers and goods consumers
in this work are treated as semi-trusted entities in the data
sharing. In contrast, the users are treated as wholly trusted
entities in the private network, as described in the preceding
sections. Using the semi-trusted model, cloud servers can
infer specific confidential details from blockchain interac-
tions because they are trustworthy but curious about the data.

External attack: External attackers may acquire ownership
of information during the sharing in order to obtain delivery-
related data. In order to get client information that users have
delegated, for instance, a rival may attack the cloud server.
Data attacks on communications between the server and users
may also make data exchange insecure. The primary security
features of our proposed scheme are then presented, together
with an explanation of how these features make our proposal
resistant to security threats using an encryption algorithm.

2) Security Analysis: Four crucial security features data
privacy, authentication, traceability, and confidentiality can
be provided by our system.

2.1) Data privacy: The information data-sharing strategies
can maintain data privacy using our proposed encryption
method. The information transferred from users is encrypted
using the private key. Without the private key for the cloud
server, a third-party adversary could not decrypt the data.
So, the confidentiality of user data is maintained. In order to
secure private user information from dangers, the data request
is additionally encrypted during data exchange. Additionally,
the blockchain’s data transactions are unchangeable and can-
not be altered through irreversible ledgers. Our design offers
tight data control in the cloud network under the control of
blockchain without a third party. In order to better control
data privacy, single-point failures would be eliminated, and
unauthorized data usage would be avoided.

2.2) Authentication: With the aid of the distributed smart
contract, data sharing in our system is authenticated and
decentralized by the user encryption model. Because the
smart contract in our architecture functions independently
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of the cloud server, the global blockchain network can set
the authentication rules instead of the malfunctioning server.
All MEC servers track and reflect any contract modifica-
tions on the blockchain network. This would eliminate the
possibility of internal attacks leading to contract revisions,
ensuring trustworthy contract operations. Data retrieval in
a data-sharing scenario is only done if the smart contract
verifies the user information.

2.3) Traceability: Our proposed architecture guarantees
this operates on a blockchain network, enabling all entities
to track information access occurrences and user behaviors.
The cloud server records a user request to our proposed
system and distributes it to all other users on the blockchain
networks. So, if a data transfer request happens, all edge
nodes and users have accepted it. Additionally, transaction
logs simplify determining where data is updated or modi-
fied. In order to achieve accountability over data utilization,
we also store data on the cloud linked to smart contracts rather
than on the hard disc of the edge devices. The hash value of
the data is preserved in the smart contract, while the raw data
is kept in the edge node blocks. As a result, any alteration
or change in behavior on a data record will change its hash
value, which the smart contract can recognize for prevention.

2.4) Confidentiality: By utilizing the simple cryptographic
model, the proposed architecture guarantees the privacy of
user interactions. Our sharing scheme uses digital certificates
in conjunction with key-based encryption models at different
stages. Due to the lack of entity private keys, an external
attack cannot access the user information. The blockchain’s
digest of messages would catch any malicious attempts to
alter or update the method of transactions, even if they came
from an external attacker. An attack must have substantial
computation capabilities to take control of all edge devices
and edit the data stored on the blockchain network. As a
result, user confidentiality can be maintained.

2.5) Data Tampering: In our proposed IoT, data is transmit-
ted through the HABE algorithm since the sensor’s data are
hashed and signed.

2.6) Sybil Attack: The multiple fake IDs can be prevented
using blockchain-integrated IoT architecture. Since the entire
user ID is connected through the blockchain network. The
addition of new users required verification before entering
the network. Also, the new user needs to get permission from
enterprise authorities.

V. IMPLEMENTATION AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
The outcomes of the investigations we ran to show the via-
bility of our suggested architecture are shown in this section.
Our tests mainly target on assessing the system’s efficiency in
relation to the case study of good delivery systems. To eval-
uate the blockchain system for supply chain, we developed
and executed smart contracts in Ethereum. Smart contracts
are computerized, self-executing agreements having precise
instructions specified in their code that are carried out when
particular criteria are met. Solidity was utilized to create the
smart contract. We used Ubuntu 16.04 LTS to establish a

FIGURE 4. The average read and write time requirement of proposed
system.

FIGURE 5. Memory utilization of read and write operation.

four-node network in a virtualized setup with 2GB RAM
for every virtual machine in order to assess the system effi-
ciency. It was an Intel® CoreTM i5-4300M CPU running
at 2.60GHz. The Ethereum blockchain is used to transmit
the encrypted data that comes from the Internet of Things
together with the other characteristics. We consider the net-
work to the test by producing 10, 20, and 30 transactions
at three distinct time intervals. Five times, the test was run,
and an average (15 minutes) disc and memory activations
were recorded. We used the Ethereum Geth version, and the
efficiency data was calculated using Geth measurements. The
disc and memory activity were measured. Figures 4 and 5
show the average read-and-write count and read-and-write
data, respectively. The random read/write access that was
unrelated to the test was removed using several tests. With
a surge in transactions, read/write rates rise.

The typical memory utilized for 10, 20, and 30 transactions
is shown in Fig. 6. The average amount of RAM needed rose
sharply after 30 transactions were carried out, much like in
the instance of read/write data. This is due to the fact that all
transactions must be transmitted to all peer nodes, and as the
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FIGURE 6. Memory requirement for different number of transactions.

FIGURE 7. The average throughput of the proposed system.

quantity of transactions rises, so does the amount of comput-
ing needed. According to the results of our investigation, the
best range for the maximum number of transactions per block
is between 10 and 30 transactions.

Figure 7 displays the average throughput. The simulation
ran for a full minute. The size of the smart contract that we
performed determines how much data will be transmitted.
To peer nodes, this data is transmitted. The packets’ transmit-
ting nodes are chosen at random. 100ms latency, on average,
was what we saw. The test to gauge system and network
efficiency was carried out separately.

We looked into the cost of authentication, retrieval of infor-
mation delay, likelihood that a request would be accepted, and
blockchain efficiency for information exchange.

A. AUTHENTICATION COST
We determine the cost of computing resource for the authen-
tication process. On this case, a user uses his smart device
to send a demand to the edge server for data recovery on
the distributed network with a 160-bit request size. For user
verification, the edge server executes some operations as
encryption, decryption, and transaction decoding. The com-
pute costs for consensus are low, and the tolerable latency
makes it suited for time-sensitive applications. In addition,

FIGURE 8. The evaluation of authentication time.

FIGURE 9. Data retrieval latency of the proposed system.

we contrast the computing delay of our suggested approach
with a centralized scheme [54] using a variety of architecture.
In the suggestedmethod, access authentication is organized at
the edge node, where each edge devices authenticates its users
using a distributed digital contract. In the meanwhile, the
existing approach implements its user authentication through
a central authority. Our method demonstrates a decreased
delay compared to the baseline, as seen in Fig. 8. This is due
to the fact that using decentralized smart contracts allows for
quick authentication at the network edge without requiring
the passage of a remote authority, which lowers transmission
costs associated with the authentication procedure.

B. DATA RETRIEVAL LATENCY
According to Fig. 9, we looked at the network architecture
and blockchain design aspects of our suggested algorithm’s
retrieval of data delay. To record the outcomes, we regularly
sent data requests from smartphones to the edge databases.
We compare two existing works in terms of blockchain archi-
tecture.

The first is a centralized edge-based data-sharing scheme
without storage [55] that made use of a centralized MEC
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FIGURE 10. The probability of request acceptance.

FIGURE 11. Blockchain network performance of proposed architecture.

server to support a sizable network and stored health infor-
mation in a traditional database. The second one combines
blockchain and edge computing without making any changes
to IPFS’s design and uses a conventional file system [56].
According to Fig. 9, the baseline [55] has the largest data
retrieval delay when the number of queries rises because of
the centralized MEC server’s queuing latency. The basic [56]
employed an outdated global DHT look-up approach with
a traditional IPFS store, which adds extra communication
overhead. Our system, in contrast, offers a completely decen-
tralized solution with distributed MEC and smart contracts.
Also our system enables request validation and data look-up
to be implemented at the network edge without the need for
a global DHT. The data retrieval latency of our proposed
system has less time delay compared with existing systems.

C. REQUEST ACCEPTANCE PROBABILITY
To create an additional transaction, including the latency
circumstance, we appended a time limit to the requested
transaction in the blockchain network. The acceptance rate is
themaximum amount of time that must pass before an inquiry
is considered successful and the requested data is returned to

FIGURE 12. The cipher text storage cost of proposed model.

the requester within the specified deadline. The amount of
accepted inquiries divided by the overall amount of inquiries
is the definition of the approval likelihood function that we
introduce in the network. As seen in Fig. 10, our scheme has
a greater request approval rate than the existing work [57].

Our decentralized system still produces the best results
despite the fact that the probability decreases as the number
of requests rises due to the longer wait time. This can be
understood by the sizable processing time savings gained in
our system as a result of an edge computing strategy that is
optimized and decentralized architecture.

D. BLOCKCHAIN PERFORMANCE
Following that, we assess the functionality of our proposed
encryption model-based blockchain and contrast it with
the well-known permissionless blockchain utilized in [58].
To assess the typical transaction latency in the neighbour-
hood blockchain, we execute the smart contract on three
computers and send transactions continually to the computers
using edge devices. As seen in Fig. 11, when compared to
the Ethereum blockchain, our proposed decentralized user
authentication-based blockchain demonstrates significantly
shorter transaction latency.

As seen in figure 12, we have compared the cipher text
cost of proposed encryption based blockchain with existing
well-known Ethereum blockchain model. Compared with
existing blockchain the cost of cipher text is reduced using
proposed encryption mechanism. This experiment’s findings
demonstrate how well the proposed blockchain works for
time-sensitive logistics applications like the one we’re con-
sidering.

VI. CONCLUSION
The paper proposes a decentralized system that shares data
among distributed logistics networks using blockchain and
encryption based on edge computing. First, we have intro-
duced a privacy-aware data encryption technique that allows
IoT devices to send data to the closest cloud server, sub-
ject to system constraints. Later, an innovative data-sharing
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method utilizing encryption and blockchain technology was
developed to enable safe data exchange between devices
in IoT networks. In order to achieve access management,
we have developed a HABE that permits data encryption at
the network edge without requiring an authoritative source,
guaranteeing data reliability and reducing network latency.
By using HABE, the proposed architecture ensures secrecy
without requiring nodes to share secret keys. We have con-
ducted several experimental tests to assess the suggested
architecture’s efficacy. The implementation results demon-
strate the advantages of the proposed encryption scheme at
different layers over the baseline methods in terms of reduced
energy consumption, time latency, and better memory man-
agement. Furthermore, the data-sharing approach performs
better on the blockchain and allows faster data retrieval than
previous research. The evaluations show the high degree of
system security in our design and the practicality of the
proposed paradigm for applications in smart logistics. Future
work is being done to incorporate secure real-time transport
monitoring systems, data management, and other industry
components into our blockchain-integrated edge computing
paradigm.
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